Monoclonal free light chains secreted in immunoproliferative disorders are frequently involved in renal complications, including a specific proximal tubule impairment, Fanconi's syndrome. The latter is characterized in most cases by intracellular crystallization including a light-chain variable-domain fragment which resists lysosomal proteases. Bence-Jones protein (BJP) DEL was isolated from a patient with myeloma-associated Fanconi's syndrome. The crystal structure of this human k immunoglobulin light-chain noncovalent dimer was determined using molecular replacement with the structure of molecule REI, as the variable domain, and that of BJP LOC as the constant domain. To our knowledge, DEL is the first complete k BJP structure described to date. The R-factor is 20.7% at 2.8 A Ê resolution. The BJP DEL dimer was compared with other light-chain dimers and with Fab fragments with a k light chain. Although the domain-folding pattern was similar, the relative positions of the constant domains differed. BJP DEL showed a noncanonical quaternary structural arrangement which may be attributable to the poor CL±CL affinity and lack of an interchain disulfide bridge, combined with the conformational editing effect of the crystal-packing forces. Our results suggest that, in the absence of a disulfide bridge, most BJP CLs are probably mobile in solution. This may explain their high susceptibility to proteases and the absence of naturally occurring crystals for these dimers. Furthermore, these findings of an unusual quaternary structure of an immunoglobulin light-chain association extend our knowledge about the large and highly diverse structures of the immunoglobulin superfamily.
Fanconi's syndrome is an unusual complication arising in the case of some myelomas that secrete a free monoclonal immunoglobulin light chain (Bence-Jones protein, BJP). The BJPs responsible for Fanconi's syndrome are generally of the k type [1] , and their variable domain sequences are strikingly homologous [2] . We recently established that impairment of proximal tubule epithelial cells was correlated with the resistance of the variable region of the BJP to proteolysis [3, 4] . The variable fragment generally displays a strong propensity to crystallize and accumulates inside the lysosomes, leading to cellular toxicity.
The general structure of immunoglobulin domains has been characterized in detail (review in [5±9]). Immunoglobulins belong to a large family of proteins which are mainly involved in the recognition underlying the immune system and in numerous cell-adhesion processes. Only two BJPs have been studied so far at the three-dimensional structure level in their intact form: MCG [10, 11] and LOC [12, 13] are covalent dimers of human l light chains, the tertiary structures of which resemble that of Fab fragments. As far as the k-type BJP are concerned, we are not aware of any previous structural study on the entire forms (including both constant and variable domains) present in human or other species; this may be due to the fact that it is particularly difficult to crystallize this isotype. The k-type BJP responsible for Fanconi's syndrome may thus constitute a potential means of determining the structure of free k chains, due to the unusually strong tendency of the variable domain to form crystals.
Most free immunoglobulin light chains associate into dimers, thus burying the hydrophobic surfaces normally involved in the interaction with heavy chains [14] . An interchain disulfide bridge between cysteines at the last C-terminal positions has frequently been observed in BJPs, especially in the case of k type. Moreover, conformational changes possibly induced by this bond have been found to greatly influence BJP interactions with molecular chaperones in the endoplasmic reticulum, as well as the secretion [15, 16] and binding properties towards specific ligands [17, 18] .
Here we crystallized a BJP purified from a patient with Fanconi's syndrome and determined its three-dimensional structure using molecular replacement. This is the first free entire k-chain structure to be elucidated; in addition, the absence of the disulfide bridge between the two subunits of the dimer results in an unusual constant region quaternary structure.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Purification and crystallization
BJP DEL was purified from the urine of a patient who presented with smoldering myeloma and the main features of Fanconi's syndrome except that, as previously described in a few patients [3] (Deret et al. unpublished), no crystals were detected by light microscopy or electron microscopy despite the existence of severe lesions of the proximal tubule epithelium. The urinary BJP was a mixture of covalent and noncovalent dimers and monomers, although this last species accounts for less than 20% of the total. The noncovalent and covalent forms were purified using a combination of DEAE-Trisacyl (Biosepra, Villeneuve la Garenne, France) chromatography in 10 mm Tris buffer pH 8.0 with a linear 0±0.3 m NaCl gradient and gel fitration on Sephadex G100 superfine (Pharmacia, Uppsala Sweden). Single crystals of the noncovalent light-chain dimer were obtained at room temperature by vapor diffusion in hanging drops. Protein drops were equilibrated against a 1-mL reservoir solution containing 18% poly(ethylene glycol) 6000, 0.1 m Tris pH 7.5 and 100 mm b-octyl-glucoside. The drops were made of 3 mL of protein at 4 mg´mL 21 diluted with an equal volume of the reservoir solution. Crystals of ,0.2 £ 0.2 £ 0.1 mm in size formed after 10 days. No crystals were obtained from the fraction containing the covalenty linked dimer.
X-ray data collection and processing
X-ray diffraction data were collected to 2.74 A Ê resolution on a MAR-research imaging plate (MAR-research, Hamburg, Germany) using Cu Ka radiation (l = 1.5418 A Ê ) supplied by a Rigaku Rotaflex RU200 rotating anode generator. The data were processed using the XDS sofware package [19] . BJP DEL crystallized in the space group C222 1 with the following cell dimensions: a = 91.6 A Ê , b = 129.2 A Ê , c = 86.6 A Ê . Specific volume calculations suggested the presence of one light-chain dimer per asymmetric unit, with a solvent content of <50%. A total of 59 999 reflections were observed and 13 394 unique reflections were indexed with a data set multiplicity of 4.48 and a completeness of 97.34% ( Table 1 ). The R-merge on intensities was 6.9%. Because of the weakness of the reflections and the lack of completion of the last resolution shell, the data were reduced at 2.8 A Ê resolution.
Structure determination
The structure was determined at 2.8 A Ê resolution using the molecular replacement method and the AMoRe program [20] . The structure of a monomer of the variable dimer REI (1REI [21] ), and the structure of a constant monomer of the light-chain dimer LOC (2BJL [13] ), from the Protein Data Bank were used as search models for the variable and constant domains, respectively. Protein REI belongs to the same variability subgroup as DEL (Vk 1 ), and both are related to the 08/018 variable gene segments; protein LOC belongs to the l isotype. The rotation function, performed with the initial models without making any transformations, gave two strong peaks in the case of the variable domain, but did not yield any significant solution in the case of the constant domain. A translation search gave the position of the variable dimer with a very high correlation. A phased translation search performed on the constant monomer with the known position of the variable dimer gave only one significant solution, with an R-value of 40% using data in the 10±3 A Ê resolution range. A refinement round on the three domains' incomplete structure was performed using the X-PLOR program [22] . After 10 cycles of slow cooling X-PLOR protocol starting at a temperature of 2500 K, each followed by model building and adjustments using the Turbo-Frodo program (A. Roussel and C. Cambillau, unpublished data), the R-factor decreased to 31%. A phased translation search on the refined constant monomer with the known position of the incomplete refined structure gave the position of the second constant domain. With the refinement of the complete structure, the R-factor decreased to 23% and the R-free-value decreased to 29%. A total of 105 water molecules were then located in the (2Fo±Fc) and (Fo±Fc) maps. The final individual temperature factors of the water molecules ranged from 16 to 52 with complete occupancy. Although all the residues were positioned in the final model, the occupancy values of five residues were lowered due to the lack of electron density corresponding to them in the calculated maps. These residues were mainly located in a large loop (160±170) of the constant domains. The final R-factor for 12 960 reflections between 12 and 2.8 A Ê resolution was 20.7% and the final R-free value, calculated on 10% of the data set, was 26.5%. The quality of the structure can be assessed from the root-mean-square deviations (rmsd) for bonds and angles of 0.009 A Ê and 1.628, respectively (Table 1) . A total of 98.4% of the residues are located in the first two allowed zones of the Ramachandran plot as defined by procheck [23] .
RESULTS
Overall structure
The DEL homodimer consists of two light chains of 212 residues each ( Fig. 1a ). Contrary to the other two complete BJPs with known three-dimensional structures, MCG [11] and LOC [13] , which possess an interchain disulfide bridge, DEL is devoid of this bridge. The conformation of each of the four domains does not differ significantly from the other known VL or CL immunoglobulin domains, and each of them displays the well-known immunoglobulin b-sandwich fold. DEL light-chain B has a very different conformation from that of chain A (Fig. 1b ). The elbow angle between the VLs and the CLs is 1438, at the lower of the observed values [9] . The VL±VL twofold rotation angle has a normal value (179.88) whereas the CL±CL rotation angle diverges greatly from 1808, with a value of 1528. This is due to the fact that the VL and CL association in chain B is completely distorted, with an interdomain angle [24, 25] . These types are the same as those found for another BJP VL, REI [21] , which is very similar to DEL, differing in only 19 of 107 residues, and nine of these substitutions are located in the CDRs (Fig. 2a ). In the CDR 1, an uncommon combination of F and C angles in the epsilon region of the Ramachandran plot, was observed in serine 30 (558, 21308 and 508, 21328) in both monomers. However, this rare conformation is also present in two other BJP structures, REI and WAT [21, 26] , and can easily be explained by a hydrogen bond between the carbonyl of residue 30 and the nitrogen of glycine 68. Unusual F and C angles (688, 2408 and 778, 2408) were also observed with residue 51 in a turn of CDR2. This unusual turn might be a conserved feature of CDR2, as already pointed out by Huang et al. [26] in both WAT (678, 2328 and 708, 2328) and REI (618, 2508 and 668, 2538).
The constant domain of DEL has higher individual temperature factors than those of the variable domains, with an average value of 27.3 A Ê 2 and 30.1 A Ê 2 for all atoms in each monomer A and B, respectively. The electron density of the constant domains is well defined, however, except for a large loop exposed to solvent, including residues 167±169. The main chain of these residues can be traced in monomer A and some noninterpretable density patches corresponding to the same residues are visible in monomer B. The structure of the CL fragment of LOC, a BJP, was chosen as the starting structure for molecular replacement. DEL and LOC belong to different isotypes, k and l, respectively, and therefore display only 37% sequence identity (Fig. 2b ). Furthermore, one residue is inserted into loop 165±172 and two extra residues are also to be found in loop 198±204 of DEL. Upon superimposing the DEL and LOC constant domains, it was observed that the b sandwich framework structure was perfectly superimposed, except for the b sheet 159±164 which was shifted by about 1.5 A Ê . The main differences in structure focus on loops 165±172, 181±189 and 198±204.
Interdomain contacts and molecular packing
As reflected by the conformational differences between DEL chain A and chain B, the VL±CL interdomain contacts differ considerably between the two chains. There are more contacts in chain A than in chain B, and these contacts are established between two loops (around 40 and 83) and the linker (around 106) of the VL, and two loops of the CL (around 140 and 165± 171). In chain B, contacts are established mainly between the linker (103±106) between VL and CL and loops or strands of the CL.
The VL±VL and CL±CL contacts are also quite different. In the first case, the contacts are numerous and their number is of the same order of magnitude as that observed in the case of other BJP VL±VL or Fab VL±VH interfaces (data not shown). On the contrary, the DEL CL±CL contacts are more scarce than those observed in other BJP CL±CL interfaces or in the Fab CL±CH interface (data not shown), probably because of the extremely unusual conformation of CL-B.
A DEL dimer interacts with eight other dimers in the crystal packing. Based on the van der Waals contacts, ion pairs and hydrogen bonds, the packing is stabilized by 71 favorable contacts. , also has the highest B-factor values and the smallest number of packing contacts. Overall, the data on the intradimer and inter (packing) dimer contacts, show that the least well-stabilized part of the structure is the CL dimer, especially the CL-B domain.
However, their distribution between the chains and domains is quite heterogeneous: chain A is stabilized by 53 contacts (A/A + A/B) and chain B by 36 contacts (B/B + B/A). VL-A is stabilized by 46 contacts and VL-B by 29, CL-A by 40 contacts and CL-B by 24 contacts. Comparisons with the
Comparisons between the VL dimer structures
When each VL domain of DEL was taken separately and superimposed with the same domain of REI, very low rms values, 0.27 A Ê and 0.38 A Ê respectively, were obtained for the Ca atoms, within the positional uncertainly of the structure (Fig. 3) . Upon superimposing the whole dimers, however, higher rms values where obtained, which indicates that association differs between the dimers (Fig. 3 ). An excellent degree of superimposition was restored after performing a 1.04-A Ê translation and a 7.18 rotation of one DEL monomer onto its REI equivalent. This subtle movement within the variable domain was not due to substitutions occurring at the DEL or the REI dimer interface. This contrasts with what was found to occur upon comparing REI with WAT [26] , a variable k-chain dimer, where replacing REI Tyr 36 by a Phe in WAT was sufficient to alter the geometry of the association. After superimposing REI and WAT monomer A, a translation of 1.3 A Ê and a rotation of 11.88 were required to fit the second monomer. The absence of any such substitution in DEL may explain why the perturbation was of a smaller amplitude. The difference between the dimer associations might simply be due to the variable dimer being perturbed by the presence of the constant domains or by crystal packing forces. Superposing k-type VL monomers also led to very satisfactory rms values.
Comparisons between the whole-dimer associations
We compared the dimer association in DEL with several constant homodimer and heterodimer associations in BJPs and Fabs: with the complete dimer of BJP LOC and MCG, which possesses light chains of the l type; with those of Fabs having k-light chains, the humanized mouse Fab 4d5 (1FVD [27] ), and the mouse Fab McPC603 (1MCP [28] ), both devoid of any interchain disulfide bridges; and with GIG, a Fab with a l-type light chain (1GIG [29] ).
In fact, the quaternary structure of DEL differs considerably from that of Fabs. When the variable domain A of DEL was superimposed on Fab VLs, a contrasting pattern was observed, as mentioned above. The DEL chain A conformation is identical to that of MCP and is comparable with those of other Fab or BJP light chains. The CL domains display different angular positions in the same plane and around a hinge residue located at position 106 (Fig. 4a, b) . As an example, a 198 difference in orientation around hinge residue 106, roughly perpendicular to the elbow plane, was observed between DEL CL-A and Fab 4d5 CL (Fig. 4b) . A similar rotation, with different angular values, was also observed, but to a lesser extent with GIG, and between DEL, MCG and LOC. In the case of Fab 4D5 this shift can easily be explained however, by a single mutation at position 83. Fab 4D5 Phe 83 is in contact with GLN 166; it is replaced by a leucine in DEL, which is also in contact with Gln 166. Consequently, interdomain forces (CL/VL) lead to a rotation of the CL domain towards the VL domain, so that loops 80±83 and 165±171 maintain favorable contacts. In MCP this mutation is absent.
The type of pattern of association between VL and CL in the B chain differs from that observed in the other light chain or in the association between VH and CH domains in the Fab heavy chain (Fig. 4c, d) . This difference between the two light-chain structures present in DEL is also observed in LOC and MCG. The rotation was also found to be a rigid body motion when the whole domains were studied. The stretch of residues 105B±110B displays a 1508 turn in the main-chain direction. The VL±CL contacts are therefore no longer comparable with those of a light chain with canonical structure. Instead, residues 10 and 103±106 contact CL loop 140±143 and residue 173.
Interchain contact surface
The results of accessible surface calculations corroborated the data based on interior intradomain contacts. The buried surface in the DEL dimer was found to be 1120 A Ê 2 on average in each chain, including 680 A Ê 2 buried in the VL dimer, and only 440 A Ê 2 in the CL dimer (Table 2) . Moreover, when the CL domains of DEL were superimposed on Fab 4D5 CL and CH domains, the buried surface was found to be 460 A Ê 2 , which is similar to the value obtained in the DEL crystallographic dimer. The buried surfaces calculated in the case of DEL were lower than those obtained in the Fab 4d5, where 1840 A Ê 2 in all are buried, including 760 A Ê 2 in the variable dimer and 1080 A Ê 2 in the constant dimer. In LOC, the VL dimer interface has a surface of 690 A Ê 2 , which is quite comparable with the value obtained in the case of DEL. The buried surface in the CL dimer worked out at 1190 A Ê 2 , however, which is quite comparable with the value obtained with a CL±CH dimer in a Fab. In REI, where only the VL dimer is present, the buried surface is 730 A Ê 2 ( Table 2) .
Comparisons between the CL dimers associations and CL±CL interfaces
When taken separately, the conformation of the CL dimers of LOC and MCG are fairly similar, as are the CL±CH domains of Fabs 4D5, MCP and GIG (data not shown). The BJP and Fab constant domains have less comparable structures, however. This fact may be due in part to the effects of the very different dimer interfaces present in BJPs and Fabs, and to the presence of an interchain SS-bridge in the BJPs.
With a view to making structural comparisons between the Table 3 ). An average shift of 7 A Ê and an angle of 508 were required to superimpose DEL CL-B on the other equivalent domains of LOC or MCG (Fig. 4) . The DEL CL dimer is therefore not comparable with either BJPs or Fabs. The above-described superposition operations resulted in test structures of the DEL CLs aligned on to the dimer positions of either BJP or with the Fab 4D5. In both cases, this procedure produced severe clashes between the two DEL CLs. In the case of the superimposition on LOC, three segments are involved: around position 118, stretches 160±167 and 174±176. Glu 161, which replaces a Thr present in LOC, produces the most severe clashes, as well as Thr 164, which replaces a Pro. When superimposing onto the Fab, the situation is even worse. The same positions are involved in the clashes, but more extensively.
It seems therefore that DEL's CL±CL interface is not compatible with either that of another BJP or that of a Fab with a k-type CL. The putative zone of interaction is almost devoid of residues conserved between LOC and DEL. This does not mean that, if a disulfide bridge was present, another kind of weak association would not be established. It does mean, however, that there is no CL±CL interface stable enough to compete with other opportunistic contacts as those arising from crystal packing.
DISCUSSION
From these data, an overall figure can be drawn to interpret the unique association observed with DEL BJP. The VL±VL interface in DEL, REI or LOC is only slightly smaller than a VL±VH interface. This means that the VL±VL interaction forces are not significantly weaker than in a normal VL±VH association. The presence of the CL dimer might have no appreciable favorable stabilizing effect, whatever its conformation. The absence of constant domains in Fvs can lead to the dissociation of the VL q FEBS 1999 and VH if their association constant is not intrinsically high, which can be corrected by the introduction of a linker in singlechain Fvs. The CL±CL interface surface area in BJP LOC, having a disulfide bridge, is equal to that of a CL±CH interface in a Fab. In DEL, in the absence of any disulfide bridges, this interface surface is much reduced, however. In the case of the mouse Fab McPC603, the absence of any disulfide bridges linking the constant domains (CL and CH) does not result in a different association from that which occurs in Fabs having it. In fact, this reflects the good quality of the normal CL±CH interface in Fabs. This situation is not observed in BJPs, where CL±CL association seems to require the presence of a disulfide bridge. With DEL, the CL domains may explore the conformational space, until opportunistically finding a conformation of lower energy. Alternatively, one DEL CL could adopt a canonical low conformation energy, based on favorable VL±CL contacts, as observed in DEL chain A, whereas the other CL would opportunistically adapt to this conformation. Another alternative or complementary hypothesis which can be put forward is that one CL position, or both, may also be conformationally edited depending on the crystal packing. In this case, crystallization would select a conformation compatible with low energy contacts in the crystal packing and/or in the dimer itself. A conformation editing process of this kind has been observed previously in other systems [30] .
In some isolated light chains, a specific Fab-like binding has been found to depend on the covalent association between the constant domains [17, 18] through a disulfide bridge, necessary to lock the dimer conformation. This is also certainly the case with DEL: the nonconventional CL±CL association may be due, in order of importance, to the lack of any interchain disulfide bridges, poor interface quality and packing arrangement forces. Our results suggest that, in the absence of disulfide bridge, most BJP CLs are probably disordered in solution. This may explain their high susceptibility to proteases and the general absence of naturally occurring crystals of the complete dimers. The reason why the CL of BJP DEL is not proteolyzed still remains unclear, however.
